
ANDIS® PROi120  
CORD/CORDLESS CLIPPER

Ideal for all-around styling,
clipping and trimming.

Rotary motor power in cord-free design.
Lithium ion battery delivers up to 2 hours of

non-stop running time. Full charge in 90 minutes. 
Quick charge - up to 30 minutes of run time with ten

minutes of charge after steady red battery charge light 
appears. LEDs indicate power level and when to charge 

and when to oil the blades. The motor will pulsate when the
 charge is about to run out.

CODE: ANCPRO

ANDIS
Clippers/Trimmers

ANDIS® 
SLIMLINE
ION T-BLADE
PROFESSIONAL CORD
/CORDLESS TRIMMER
Ideal for shaping and trimming 
necklines, beards & 
moustaches. 
Lightweight rotary motor trimmer 
for shaping and trimming. Lithium 
ion battery delivers up to 2 hours 
of non-stop operating time. Full 
charge in 2 hours. Equipped with 
long-life, stainless-steel T-blade 
which resists rust. Ergonomic 
soft-grip design fits your hand 
comfortably.

CODE: ANCS

ANDIS® 
SUPERLINER  
PROFESSIONAL CORDED 
TRIMMER T-OUTLINER 
EQUIVALENT
Ideal for outlining, detailing, shaving 
and shaping
Powerful detachable T-blade trimmer. 
A high quality carbon-steel T-blade which 
is especially hardened for a long cutting life. 
It has a detachable blade for easy changing 
and cleaning. Extremely quiet with a motor 
that is maintenance-free. It can be used with
a shave attachment (not included) for a close, 
smooth shave.

CODE: ANCSL

BUY ONLINE
ANDIS® CLIPPER

CORDLESS “USPRO Li”
ADJUSTABLE BLADE CLIPPER

Best for all-around cutting with cord-free convenience. 
Lithium-ion battery delivers over 2 hours of
non-stop run time; charges in as little as 90

minutes. Rotary motor power with cord/
cordless convenience. Side adjustment

lever perfect for cutting tapers and
fades. Lightweight for a greater

level of comfort.

CODE: ANCCUSPANDIS® SLIMLINE® 
PRO Li
TRIMMER
Balanced ergonomic trimmer for light
-duty touch-ups and trimming around 
necklines. Sleek, lightweight, cord
/cordless design for greater flexibility. 
Equipped with close-cutting T-blade. 
Lithium ion battery delivers up to 
2 hours of run time with a 2-1/2 
hour charge time. Improved 
motor for increased speed, 
power and life.

CODE: ANCSP

ANDIS® 
T-OUTLINER®
TRIMMER
Perfect for all-around outlining, 
dry shaving and fading. Equipped 
with close-cutting, carbon-steel
T-blade, specially hardened for 
long cutting life. Powerful magnetic 
motor runs cool and quiet. 
Contoured housing with high-speed 
motor. Heavy-duty, 2.5 meter cord 
with hanger loop.

CODE: ANCO

ANDIS® CLIPPER
PRO ALLOY™
ADJUSTABLE BLADE CLIPPER
Patent-pending XTR™ technology provides an 
extreme temperature reduction while keeping the 
clipper running efficiently and quietly. Pro Alloy™ 
runs 35% cooler and 10% quieter than the US Pro™ 
Clipper. High speed, reliable magnetic motor. Durable 
alloy housing body with ergonomic design for a 
secure and comfortable grip all day long. High-quality 
adjustable carbon steel blade adjusts from 000 to 1. 
Stylish and sleek duo-tone housings.

CODE: ANCPA

http://www.turnleys.com.au/search-results.aspx?q=ancsl%20ancs%20oca%20wapt2000bc%20wacbpl%20wacbqr%20wact%20wacst
http://www.turnleys.com.au/search-results.aspx?q=andis+ancsp+ancs


WAHL® STERLING 4
ALL-PURPOSE CLIPPER/CUTTER
Powerful heavy-duty corded clipper. Ideal for 
continual use. Designed for all clipper work. 
It has a powerful V5000 electromagnetic 
vibrating motor. The V5000 motor 
produces great strength for the clipper’s 
cutting ability as it runs cooler. It can 
therefore cut  consistently well 
all day. The convenient thumb 
lever adjusts taper and texture 
without changing blades. 
Rust-proof, high-precision, 
chrome-plated blades.

CODE: WACS4
WAHL® DETAILER

CORDED TRIMMER
Specifically designed for all trimmer, blending, edge lining 
and detailing work. Comes with a professional, precision 
and chrome-plated T-shaped blade that adjusts to zero 
overlap. Allows you to cut closer to the skin, making this 
an ideal trimmer to create pattern designs / for exact, 
super-close contours. Endless power with its mains 
operated rotary motor trimmer. A professional quality 
clipper which is small, lightweight and handy. Powerful, 
heavy-duty corded trimmer, ideal for continual use.

CODE: WACD

BUY
ONLINE

Clippers
Trimmers

WAHL® DETAILER T-WIDE
38MM BLADE

CORDED TRIMMER
Designed for edge lining and detailing work. 
Chrome-plated T-wide blade. Ideal for creating 
pattern designs. Adjusts to zero overlap. It 
enables precision cutting with super close 
contours. Heavy-duty & corded. Ideal for 
continual use. Lightweight and small. For 
universal use. Professional quality. Made 
in USA. 

CODE: WACDW

WAHL® 5-STAR MAGIC 
CORDLESS CLIPPER
BLACK / GOLD & PREMIUM COMBS
Faster, Cleaner, Smoother
Contains the Wahl STAGGER-TOOTH blade. 
This moving top blade is made up of square 
teeth, alternating from tall to short creating 
a Stagger Tooth Effect. Unlike our standard 
blades where all teeth are the same and cut 
at the same length, the stagger tooth blade 
creates two cutting paths or feeds for the hair 
to pass through the blades. The alternating 
cutting paths allow the clipper to receive the 
hair quickly (as in short quick strokes for fast 
cutting) resulting in a cleaner, quicker feed, 
smoother cut and more even blend.

CODE: WAPMBG 

WAHL® BERETTO
STEALTH CORDLESS
PROFESSIONAL RECHARGEABLE CLIPPER
Comes with efficient and durable lithium-ion battery. Ten 
minute quick charge for five minute run time. Ninety minute 
run time. One hundred and eighty minute charge time. 
Adjustable detachable diamond blade.
- Clipper made in USA
- Blade made in Germany

CODE: WAPBR

Limited
    Edition

WAHL® BELLINA  
CORD/CORDLESS CLIPPER
HIGH PRECISION BLADES
High quality professional stainless steel 
blade set featuring integrated 5-level cutting 
length adjustment. Lithium ion battery 
keeps unit cooler during charging with 2x 
longer battery life compared to non-lithium 
Bellissima. Powerful DC motor speeds up 
when cutting through thicker hair preventing 
clogging or pulling. Run time of 90 minutes 
and 45 minutes charge time. Operates on 
and off the cord. LCD charge indicator shows 
how much power is left in the battery.

CODE: WACBL

 WAHL®
‘SENIOR’
 PROFESSIONAL
CORD/CORDLESS CLIPPER
5 Star SERIES
pro barbershop products
Precision 5-Star Smooth Bottom Fade Blade. 
Adjustable Taper Lever for blending. Classic 
heavy-duty Aluminum Bottom Case for years of 
durable wear. Sleek design for comfort and less wrist 
stress while cutting. Ideal for smaller hands and maximum 
flexibility. Powerful rotary motor supporting higher RPM for 
increased blade speed and higher stall torque or consistent 
power to tackle thick hair. 70-minute run time. Cord/Cordless for 
continuous use.

CODE: WACSEN

http://www.turnleys.com.au/search-results.aspx?q=WAPBR+wacsen+wacbl+wacs4+wacd+wacdw+wapmbg+wahl+clipper
http://www.turnleys.com.au/search-results.aspx?q=WAPBR+wacsen+wacbl+wacs4+wacd+wacdw+wapmbg+wahl+clipper
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WAHL® 5 STAR ‘MAGIC’
CORDED/CORDLESS CLIPPER

Top moving blade with square teeth alternate from
tall to short producing a Stagger-tooth effect. The

Stagger-tooth blade creates 2 cutting paths/feeds for 
hair to pass through blades. The paths alternate and 

allow clipper to receive hair quickly i.e. short, quick 
strokes for fast cutting. The result is a cleaner and 
quicker feed, smoother cut and more even blend.

120 minutes charge provides 90 minutes
run time. Made in USA.

CODE:
WACMS

WAHL® 
LEGEND
CORDED CLIPPER
Ultimate power motor
Professional clipper
Wide range taper
Premium cutting guides
Vibrator type motor with 
a greater increase in
power. Longer cutting 
teeth on the bottom blade. 
Top blade has angled teeth 
for smoother and improved 
cutting power. The side
lever has greater movement 
which allows for finer and 
coarser cutting.

CODE: WACL

WAHL® BALDING CLIPPER 
FULL HEAD BALDING
Zero-overlap surgical blades cut razor close. Powerful, 
single-cut clipper. Twice the speed of pivot motor clippers.

CODE: WACBA 

Clippers
Trimmers

WAHL® SUPER CORDLESS
PROFESSIONAL CLIPPER
Cord/cordless operation with up to 90 minutes 
run time. Cord or stand charging facility. Super 
quiet rotary motor with ‘torque sensing’ ability 
for differing hair types. High precision, quick-
detach blades with built-in taper adjustment. 
LED battery charge level indicator. Includes 
#1 - #4 attachment combs. 4 plastic 
attachment combs 3, 6, 9, 12 mm.  
Blade 40mm. 

CODE: WACSC

WAHL® BERET 
TRIMMER 
PROFESSIONAL CORD/CORDLESS
High precision blades. Up to 75 min 
continuous cordless cutting when fully 
charged. Only 1 hour required to fully 
charge battery. High-precision, quick-detach 
chrome-plated blades. Super-slim, super-
quiet and lightweight. Ideal for 
close trimming and outlining. 
Compact charge stand ideal 
for any workstation. 
Designed for the busy 
stylist or barber.

CODE: WACBPL 

WAHL® PROFESSIONAL
5 STAR HERO TRIMMER

Corded, powerful trimmer that fits into the palm of 
your hand. It has a T-blade and is perfect for lining, 

artwork and custom style creation. For extremely 
close trimming. Creates crisp, clean lines. Used

to reach tight areas easily and accurately.
For detailed hair tattooing.

CODE: WACH 

WAHL® 
8900
CORDLESS TRIMMER
PROFESSIONAL RECHARGEABLE
Up to 45 minutes of continuous cordless 
cutting when fully charged.Chrome-
plated blades which are rust-proof and 
high-precision. Includes automatic 
recharging trimmer stand. Designed for 
all outlining and detail trimming work.

CODE: WACT

BUY
ONLINE

http://www.turnleys.com.au/search-results.aspx?q=wacba+wacl+wacbpl+wacms+wach+wact+wacsc+wahl+clipper
http://www.turnleys.com.au/search-results.aspx?q=wacba+wacl+wacbpl+wacms+wach+wact+wacsc+wahl+clipper


WAHL® DETAILER 
PROFESSIONAL CORD-CORDLESS
Has an adjustable T-wide Blade (38mm) which produces 
quicker and more precise cutting results. The multi position 
adjustable blade is capable of achieving anything from a soft 
trim to a hard line with a simple flick of the lever.

The lever adjustment (fine to zero overlap) along with the 
three attachments enables blending and tapering for high 
quality results and satisfied clients every time. Lithium Ion 
battery power ensures quick charging and a 60 minute run 
time on full charge.

CODE: WACDCC

WAHL® ‘PEANUT’ TRIMMER 
PROFESSIONAL CORDED TRIMMER
High precision blades - Professional corded trimmer. Small 
yet powerful - Detachable blade. High-precision, quick-
detach blades with additional blade set available. Designed 
for all trimmer and blending work. Powerful, heavy-duty 
corded trimmer, ideal for continual use. Ergonomic and light 
in weight. Multi-functional tool ideal for small hands.

CODE: WACP 

WAHL® T-CUT™
PROFESSIONAL CORDLESS TRIMMER
Straighter edging and wide lining
• 120 min quick charge
• 60 min run time
• Detachable T-blade
• Cordless
• Quality since 1919
High Precision T-Wide Blade • Made in Germany

CODE: WACTC

Clippers
Trimmers

BUY
ONLINE

http://www.turnleys.com.au/search-results.aspx?q=WACSEN+WACS4+WACDW+WAPBR+WACF+WACP+WACDCC+WACBA+WACL+WACBPL+WACMS+WACH+WACTC+WAPMBG+WACBL+WAHL+WACDL
http://www.turnleys.com.au/search-results.aspx?q=WACSEN+WACS4+WACDW+WAPBR+WACF+WACP+WACDCC+WACBA+WACL+WACBPL+WACMS+WACH+WACTC+WAPMBG+WACBL+WAHL+WACDL


BABYLISS® 
PRO VOLARE x2
CORD/CORDLESS CLIPPER
The finest professional clipper
Ferrari designed engine. Lithium-polymer 
battery with 3 hour cordless run time. 
Patented X-grip blade cuts 2x faster. 
Cord/cordless operation. 4-position 
sliding taper control. Lightweight
and ergonomic. 100-240V auto voltage 
conversion. Includes 8 comb attachments.
Available in Ferrari Red. 
Designed and built for BaByliss in
collaboration with Ferrari.
CODE: BACVX2

BaBylissPRO®
PROFESSIONAL 
Cordless Trimmer - BAB768A
Cordless, Battery Operated

• 30mm detachable stainless steel blade
• 5,500 movements of blade per minute
• 4 comb attachments (5/10/13/16 mm)
• Rechargeable
• 60 min of run-time when fully 
  charged
• Lightweight
• Ni-MH batteries

CODE: BATCR

BaBylissPRO®
Professional 
Palm Pro™ 
Trimmer - FX44A
CORDLESS, BATTERY OPERATED

- Fine tooth blade
- Battery operated
- Lightweight, less than 100g
- Limited 1 year warranty

Designed for trimming sideburns, neckline and 
ears. With ergonomic grip and easy-to-use 
trigger switch, this micro trimmer fits snugly in 
your palm. Cordless, battery-powered trimmer 
runs quietly and smoothly. Includes 2 trimming 
guides, lubricating oil, cleaning brush and AA 
alkaline battery.

CODE: BATP

BaBylissPRO® 
- BAB790A
V-Blade Trimmer Cord/Cordless
• Precision engineered Japanese 
  steel blades with a super sharp 
  V-cutting angle
• High power cord or cordless 
  performance
• 30mm & 40mm cutting blades
• 3mm, 6mm, 10mm and 13mm comb 
  guides
• Charging & storage stand
• 70 minutes running time when fully 
  charged
• 7500 movements of blade per minute
• Includes oil & cleaning brush

CODE: BATVCC

OSTER® 
SPIRIT™
ADJUSTABLE CLIPPER

Durable, quality product, powerful, high
performance and reliable.

• Strong and powerful
• Soft touch comfort grip
• Titanium coated stainless steel blade 
  for an optimized sharp cutting edge

CODE: OCS

OSTER® 
ARTISAN™
CORDED/CORDLESS 
TRIMMER

Powerful and silent motor. Designed
for high performance and maximum
comfort. Detachable titanium coated 
T-blade snaps easily on and off.

CODE: OCA

WAHL® 5 STAR 
FINALE FOIL SHAVER

The Finale is the upgraded version of the 
Wahl Shaver Shaper that was previously 
not available in Australia. Its long awaited 
release has arrived and the Finale has 
some real improvements over the Shaver 
Shaper.

> Super-close Hypoallergenic Gold Foils
> Lithium Ion Battery
> 80 minutes run time

Made in USA 
CODE: WACF

ANDIS® PROFOIL™ 
LITHIUM TITANIUM 
FOIL SHAVER
Classic look, cutting-edge features.
Staggered head shaver blades for a closer  
shave. Lithium-ion battery provides maximum 
power. Delivers up to 80 minutes of run time 
on a single charge - 2x longer than other 
shavers. Gold titanium hypoallergenic foil  
for irritation-free shaving. Powerful and quiet 
rotary motor. Lightweight – less than 5 ounces.

2 year replacement warranty
Made in China 
CODE: ANCPS

BUY
ONLINEFoil

Shavers

BUY
ONLINE

http://www.turnleys.com.au/search-results.aspx?q=ANCPS+WACF+BACVX2+BATCR+BATP+BATVCC+OCS+OCA+WAHL
http://www.turnleys.com.au/search-results.aspx?q=ANCPS+WACF+BACVX2+BATCR+BATP+BATVCC+OCS+OCA+WAHL
http://www.turnleys.com.au/search-results.aspx?q=ANCPS+WACF+BACVX2+BATCR+BATP+BATVCC+OCS+OCA+WAHL
http://www.turnleys.com.au/search-results.aspx?q=ANCPS+WACF+BACVX2+BATCR+BATP+BATVCC+OCS+OCA+WAHL

